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She'll bring a lot of good ideas.
She'll speak her mind, and she'll
speak for the sophomore class
well.
—Pablo Valentine,
Senate Chair
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Mele Moore, Sophomore appointee

position mandated by the new guidelines
for the Sophomore Senator appointment.
Moore will appear before the Senate
at a formal meeting, where her nomination will be open to discussion. The meeting in the Murray Boardroom, behind the
Diversions Cafe, is open to the entire
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campus community.
Valentine said of Moore, "She'll bring
a lot of good ideas. She'll speak her mind.
She'll speak for the sophomore class
well."
The committee's final round of delibplease see Moore, page 4
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Mele Moore will be recommended for
the sophomore senate seat at the 6:30
p.m. Senate meeting on Thursday, Oct.
8. Moore was selected by an ASUPS
commitee after the Senate chose to appoint a new person to fill the gap left by
Sophomore Senator Allison Eberhard,
who transferred during the summer.
Moore made the final cut in the selection process on Monday night, after a
thirty minute deliberation by the appointment committee. The committee, consisting of ASUPS President Rafael Gomez,
Senate Chair Pablo Valentine, and the director of the Tours and Travels Program,
Erin Smith, interviewed four other candidates. Smith served as the sophomore
student at large committee member, a
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Assistant News Editor

The legendaiy Puget Sound hatchet will return to campus
on Saturday, Oct. 24. The return of this icon will be featured at
a combination ReunionlHomecoming '98 Student &
Alumni Picnic to be held from 11:45 a.m. to 1:15
p.m. in the Memorial Fieldhouse.
The hatchet was discovered in a barn demolished during construction for the old downtown
campus. The discovery became central to a spirited class rivalry, in which student groups comFe..
peted to gain possession of the hatchet.
The hatchet was handed down from class to class
near the close of each year, but a tradition of underclassmen capturing the hatchet at other times quickly
evolved. It was the responsibility of those in possession
to guard the trophy from other student groups. Strict
rules regulated the contest. A mandatory public display
of the icon occured several times per year in order to
insure its continuing presence in the community and allow competing students a chance to steal it.
In its long history, the hatchet has been stashed between the
pages of a book in the library and found hanging from the

ceiling of Kilworth Chapel. In addition, the years of all the
classes which possessed it after the original discovery in 1908
are inscribed on the piece.
However, in 1965 the university banned the hatchet, deeming it dangerous. At that time it disappeared and didn't resurface again until 1988.
"It was such a sought-after item on campus that
students would go to any and all measures to attain it. Since it was a metal hatchet, things got
ugly quickly," said Senior Senator Wayland
Cossey, who has dedicated much time to reinsti.1 rL
tuting the original hatchet.
Alumni Programs conducted an extensive
search for the original hatchet over the last few years.
Last fall, a substitute was presented to ASUPS President
Kevin Barhydt at the StudentlAlumni picnic. That hatchet
was to be used as a ceremonial piece, passed from the senior
class to the junior class at the Junior Class Dinner each year.
Cossey said, "The hatchet was significant for living groups
and classes. My personal interest in the hatchet is to reintroduce it to the campus as a source of tradition and pride."
Now that the original hatchet has been located, Alumni Programs is remaining tight-lipped regarding its whereabouts. The
please see Hatchet, page 4

relations,
diversity

BECKY BROWNING

News Editor

The Board ofTrustees met with administrators, ASUPS President Rafael
Gomez, and faculty represenatives including Faculty Senate Chair Bill
Haltom, from Oct. 1 to Oct. 3 at a retreat held in Salish Lodge. The group
spent the weekend, reviewing policy,
and analyzing the state of the univer sity, including its goals for the future.
The conference gave Gomez and
Haltom an opportunity to update the
trustees on current concerns and
projects of the students and faculty.
Gomez believes the two most important issues addressed in his presentation "were community relations and
the diversity of the student body, both
economically and racially."
Community relations was an issue
addressed by other conference participants as well. Judith Kay, Dean of Students, announced a Neighbor Relations campaign, which would focus on
improving interaction with the school
and providing neighboring residents
alternatives for dealing with students
when problems arise.
Gomez said of the campaign, "It
does a good job of confronting problems, but it doesn't prevent problems."
Instead, he believes that some of the
change needs to take place on campus.
"[Off-campus student] residents aren't
included in a lot of our events," Gomez
said. "Long term incentives for residents to attend university activities,"
as well as broader programming to
involve students in Tacoma activities,
please see Trustees, page 4

Students plan- to unite, expand Outdoor Progranunm
*g
ROBERT MCCOOL

Staff Writer

Hoping to create a more unified and
extensive outdoor program, a group of
five students has written a formal proposal requesting increased funding and
more university involvement in the program. The students plan to submit the
proposal to the Budget Task Force by its
mid-October deadline, and they hope to
see changes implemented by next fall.
The new program would involve a
budget increase of $34,900, said Cort
Weber, who wrote the actual proposal
and has coordinated much of the group's
efforts. These funds would be used

mainly to provide training for student trip
leaders, subsidize transportation for outdoor activities, and hire a full-time Adventure Education Director to coordinate
and advise the outdoor program.
The other students involved in developing and promoting the proposal include Janet Heiss, Shannon Williams,
Ryan Spence and Justin Cathcart. All of
the students have been involved in outdoor activities and leadership during
their time at the university.
Weber says that the university has
some very unique features in its outdoor
program, including Schiff Adventure
Education Hall and a very good climbing wall.

"The pieces we have on their own are
awesome, but they are not brought together under any sort of real program,"
said Weber.
Aside from Passages, there is no program to train student leaders in first-aid
or advanced outdoors skills, he explained. Currently it's easier for students
to organize trips for themselves or their
friends, Weber said, which doesn't contribute to a sense of campus community.
The proposal which Weber and the
other students have developed would
provide funding to train students in wilderness first-aid. Initially, it would also
provide funding to train students leaders
in rock climbing, backcountry skiing and

avalanche safety. The proposal also requests transportation subsidies, which
would cover half the cost of borrowing
a university van. It currently costs students about $170 to borrow a van for the
weekend. A factor which makes it more
difficult to organize and lead trips.
The proposal also calls for the hiring
of a full-time faculty member to act as
an Adventure Education Director. The
director would oversee all outdoor activities and a common budget. This position would be similar to that of the current Adventure Education Coordinator,
Justin Canny, except that it would be a
full-time position.
please see Outdoor, page 4
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Health & Weliness
wdcomes new staff
Two new staff members have been hired to fill
in for Director of Counseling, Health and
Weilness, Bob Stremba, while he is on leave for
the year.
Charee Boulter, one of the new part-time counselors, also fills the newly designed Substance
Abuse Prevention Program Coordinator position.
As a counselor Boulter provides ongoing
therapy, intake assessments for first time students,
and walk-in hours. Boulter would also like to form
a non-traditional student support group.
Boulter's interests lie in gender issues. She has
also done a lot of work in sexual assault, sexual
abuse and eating disorder therapy.
Duties of the Substance Abuse Prevention position entail training and presentations for residential staff, as well as coordinating a survey to
access campus norms for consumption of alcohol an other drugs.
Prevention programming will be created as a
result of this survey. The overall goal of this new
position is to aid in promoting responsible drinking and moderation as opposed to binge drinking.
Justin Canny, the Adventure Education Coordinator, replaced the other portion of Stremba's
position.
Canny's plans are to coordinate extracurricular activities under the broad umbrella of Adventure Education. Combining all of these programs
will enable student groups to provide more efficient and effective trips and on-campus programs.

since the semester began. Parking lot use was restricted during the summer due to construction
Badham said that while this change will help
alleviate the campus parking problem, it is not
possible with existing space to solve the entire
problem.
It is still important for students to help by considering the options of carpooling, public transportation or non-motorized means of coming to
school, he emphasized.

Ben and Jerty's book
dub food for thought

Ben and Jerry's connoisseurs with a penchant
for literature assembled at the Ben and Jerry's
Book Club theme house Monday night at 7:00
p.m.
The discussion for the theme house's first meeting centered around an excerpt from Kurt
Vonnegut's, "Welcome to the Monkey House."
Thirteen students showed up for the discussion,
and a fifty cent pint of Chunky Monkey. They discussed a 20 page excerpt from Vonnegut's book
that was handed out at the house prior to Monday's
meeting.
Discussion was facilitated by the Ben and
Jerry's House residents Jason Gough, Ethan Pikas, C. J. Boyd, Nicole Mazar, Elise Day, and
Kerry Cerelli.
As a new addition to the theme houses this year,
Ben and Jerry's Book Club sports the beginning
of an empty-pint pyramid in a niche in the wall,
just behind the front door.
"I expected a whole throng of moochers,"
Gough commented, but, "everybody did come
prepared." Discussion lasted about an hour, with
active participation from most of the thirteen attendees.
"We achieved what we wanted to do. We wanted
Acknowledging a need to expand parking op- to have a discussion and eat ice cream," said Pitions for commuting students, the university has kas.
decided to make an alteration in its parking struc"I thought there would be 20 people or more. I
ture.
prepared for 24," said Boyd.
The lot on North 13th between North Lawrence
The Ben and Jerry's Book Club house is schedand Alder will be changed from resident-only to uled to hold four more discussions before the end
general parking status. According to Todd of the semester. The next meeting date has not
Badham, Director of Security Services, the change been established, but it probably will be during
should be made by Friday, Oct. 9.
the week of Halloween.
A total of about forty parking spaces on both
The tentative ice cream flavor for the upcomsides of the street will be opened to general park- ing meeting will be the formerly discontinued, but
ing. However, the Langlow House parking lot will now temporarily back, Dastardly Mash.
still be restricted to resident parking, Badham said.
The meetings are open to the campus commuThe change reflects the ongoing survey of park- nity. According to Boyd, "All people are welcome
ing lot usage that Security Services has conducted even if they read the book last year."

Parking alterations
provide commuter space

OPEN FORUMS
AND
CAMPUS EVENTS.

,

The Student Concerns Table will be collecting questions and concerns regarding campus issues from Oct. 11 through Oct. 16. Look for the
table in WSC, and share your thoughts with students that can direct concerns to the right people.

Deane/Norberg Duo will present a program of
Genie Rowe of the Channel Program will fa- violin and piano works by Canadian and Americilitate an open discussion for students contemplating their Christain calling, and how to make
the most of it after graduation. All interested are
welcome. The group will meet at the Gail Day
Chapel on Oct. 7 at 7:00 p.m.

can women composers on Oct. 14, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Concert Hall. Tickets are free to students with
current UPS ID and cost $6.50 for seniors, faculty, and staff and $10.50 for general admission.

A Safe Food Handling Class will be sponsored
The Chamber Music From Russia concert on
Oct. 9 is free to all interested students. An evening
of Russian piano, voice, and balalika will begin at
7:30 p.m. in the Concert Hall. Tickets are $10.50
general. $6.50 for seniors, faculty, and staff.

by Dining Services, Oct. 8 from noon to 2:00p.m.
in WSC 108. The class will be taught by the Pierce
County Health Department, and costs $8.00. Successful participants will receive a two year certification in food handling.

Local resident Father Bill Bichsel left
Monday, Sept. 28, to serve an eighteenmonth prison sentence for civil disobedience against the School of Americas.
Bichsel participated in several illegal
acts to protest the School of Americas,
located in Ft. Benning, Georgia. The
School is a U.S.-funded organization that
trains Latin American military officers
in tactics of control and repression.
"The School of Americas helps train a
lot of very brutal assassins who kill a lot
of innocent people," said John Lear, Assistant Professor of history.
In September of last year, Bichsel and
others rearranged the sign on the building of the school to read "School of Assassins," and placed bloody handprints
on it. He was caught and arrested for destroying government property.
Last November, Bichsel was also arrested for trespassing when he participated in a march on the grounds of the
school as a silent protest on the anniver sary of the murder of six Jesuit priests.
As a result, Bichsel was given an eighteen-month prison sentence in Georgia.
Came Little, garden coordinator at the
Guadalupe House, said, "The likelihood
is strong that he will serve the whole sentence. He refuses to pay the fine."
Bichsel has lived and worked in the

Guadalupe House in Tacoma for decades.
The Guadalupe House is a Catholic
workers house, a community house for
people in need.
"He's been very much involved in the
community and issues relating to Latin
America," said Lear.
There is now a bill in Congress that
proposes to cut funding for the School
of Americas. In he past, Washington
Representative Norm Dicks has not supported the termination of funding.
Earlier this year, Bichsel sat down and
talked to Dicks, who has now cosponsered the bill. He has agreed to vote
against the continuance of funding.
"I think [Bichsel's] emphasis is to get
everyone in the community informed
about what's going on in the school," said
Little.
Last spring, Lear, in conjunction with
UPS' Amnesty International group, invited Bichsel to speak on campus. He
spoke at the Sunday night chapel service
and in classrooms, inspiring many.
"For me, having been in contact with
someone who practices what he preaches
is amazing," said senior Lauren Porter.
"He is walking, physical evidence of the
fight for peace."
"I think he is a very inspiring person.
He has very selflessly dedicated his life
to other people, whether it be poor communities in Tacoma, or the general population in South America," said Lear.

W11 Pay You
To Have Exciting
Weekends,

The Army Reserve will give you weekend excitement like
you've never had before, and you can earn more than $18,000
while you're enjoying yourself during a standard enlistment.
Think about it. On a part-time basis, usually one weekend
a month plus two weeks' Annual Training, you could earn
good pay, have a good time, make good friends and even be
entitled to good benefits and opportunities to get money
for education.
You'll also be getting hands-on training in a skill that will
last you a lifetime.
Army Reserve knows how to make weekends interesting.
Are you interested?
Think about it. Then think about us. Then call:
I -800-USA-ARMY
www.goarmy.com
BE ALL YOU CAN BE?

ARMY RESERVE
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Baker Stadium to host 18th annual Hunger Walk
JESSICA

Coiw

Assistant News Editor

The eighteenth annual Pierce County Hunger Walk will be
held in Baker Stadium on Sunday, Oct. 11. The Walk's goal
this year is to raise $100,000 for local and international emergency food banks.
Maureen Fife, a Hunger Walk organizer, anticipates that
participants will come from all over the state to walk. She
knows of high schools in Auburn and Eatonville that are sending teams of walkers; some participants are even coming from
the peninsula. She described all walkers as 'people who are
out to make a difference."
Last year the Walk drew a crowd of 1000. Organizers anticipate about 1500 walkers this year. Fife interpreted the anticipated boom as an indication of the community's awareness
of those in need. "The walk is growing. Our participation is
growing because need is growing, and people see the need,"
she said.
Last year, community walkers netted $80,000 in donations.
An additional $25,000 was garnered through corporate pledges.
Each donation will be divided between the local Emergency
Food Network and the International Hunger Relief. Both agencies are network centers that serve hot meals and provide food
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for needy families. Washington's Emergency Food Network
supplies food to seventy different food banks and hot meal
spots around the state. For every dollar donati°n rereavt-I
EFN is able to pass on seventeen dollars won
of food to local places.
Senior Ben Heavner, a student contact for
Hunger Walk, said, "The food bank is really
used, especially now during the holidays."
Heavner also said that the donation money
raised through the Hunger Walk's efforts will
potentially fund hot meals for the 75,000 children and adults who rely on community food
banks and hot meals in the Pierce County area.
Sponsors have the opportunity to designate which
food banks receive their donation on the participant's registration form. Fife said that the F.I.S.H. Food Bank has been a
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popular designation in the past. EI.S.H is a Christian backed
network that supplies food to twenty-two different local organizations. If sponsors opt to not designate a recipient, then fifty percent of their pledge will go to
EFN and fifty percent to the International Hunger
Relief agency.
A pre-walk celebration featuring clowns, live local music, face painting, and a bagpiper will begin
at 1:00p.m., during registration. At 2:00p.m., participants will commence with the 6.2 mile walk
through North Proctor district. A bowl of Nalley's
chili awaits participants at the end of the walk.
Registration forms are available at the information
desk, the Cellar, the bookstore, and Diversions Cafe. The
Walk is set up so that anyone can participate, either as an individual or by putting together a team.
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Escorts are available by calling Security at x3311.
Remember to report suspicious activity immediately.
Please do your part in preventing crime.
There are still afew student openings at Security. Drop
in and pick-up and application if you are interested.

• An RA in Todd Hall reported discovering graffiti in
the stairwell between Todd and Phibbs Halls. The markings appeared to be stick figures drawn in red paint.

MGH MARKS FROM
GSTAR, S&P, MOODUS,
MONEY M
AND BIELL

• Security discovered a vehicle in the Fieldhouse parking lot with its window broken. The owner was contacted
and examined the vehicle. Nothing appeared missing.

• Security and an RA contacted a group of students at
11:26 p.m. in Schiff Hall who appeared to be violating
the University alcohol policy.

e take a lot of pride in gaining high marks

Wfrom the major rating services. But the fact
is, we're equally proud of the ratings we get every

• Security contacted a student and his guest at 2:10
a.m. outside of Anderson Langdon Hall who appeared to
be violating the alcohol policy. Both were under the age
of 21.

With TIAA-CREF, you'll get the right choicesand the dedication—to help you achieve a lifetime

ensuring the financial futures of the education and

of financial goals. The leading experts agree.

research community is something that goes beyond

So does Bill.
Find out how TIAA-CREF can help you build a

We became the world's largest retirement organizationt by offering people a wide range of sound
investments, a commitment to superior service, and

'

Ensuring the future
for those who shape

comfortable, financially secure tomorrow.
Visit our Web site at www.tiaa-cref.org or call
us at 1800 842-2776.
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Source. Mommgsrar, Inc July 31,1998. Monongsrar is an independent service that rarer munusl hands and variable annuities. The top 15% of funds in an investment category receive five stars and she next 225% receive
four stars. Momiogtsar propnotarr ratings eeflea hisrnncd nsk-adjutted perfonnunce and are subject to changeovers' month. They are calculated from the account's titter-, five-, and ten-year average anssnal returns in
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ranngs, winch are wriglssed aneinges of its sheer-, five-, and ten-year ratings for periods ending July 31, 1998. The separate ospoblirhed) ratings foreach of she periods rev:

• A non-student was arrested on campus for making
threatening remarks to a student (his ex-girlfried) and her
roommate. The non-student has been banned from campus by Tacoma Police.
• The fire alarm in Schiff Hall was maliciously activated at 1:30 p.m. when a hallway smoke detector was
knocked off the ceiling..

insurance and mutual fund industries

day from our participants. Because at TIAA-CREF,

stars and numbers.

• Several residents of Smith Hall reported to Security
disruptive behavior in their residence hall at 2:00 am.
Apparently several males, who appeared to be students,
were running up and down the halls yelling and screaming.

operating expenses that are among the lowest in the
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3-Year
S-Year
10-Year

0
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Continued from front pagc

Canny says his goal as Coordinator has been to provide some of the
coordination and consistency that
the students are requesting. He is
considering liability issues and is
also trying to raise funding to send
some student leaders to outdoor
training conferences. "Whether it be
Passages or an Outhaus trip, outdoor
trips have to apply to the same standard," Canny said. He wants students to know that they will be going on a high quality, safe trip.
According to Williams, Canny has
been doing a great job. However,
having a part-time coordinator implies that the university doesn't have

a program, she said. A full-time director who could work forty hours a
week is necessary to provide the
continuity that the outdoor program
needs, she explained.
The students held a forum to inform the campus community about
the proposal and receive feedback
from the students last Wednesday.
They also took their issue to the
ASUPS Formal Senate last Thursday to inform senators of the issue.
Weber said that he would supply
copies of the proposal to the Infor mation Center in the Whee lock Student Center for students who would
like to see the specifics of the plan.

Moore

Continued from front page

eration, concluded Monday night.
Originally ten sophomores were
nominated using input from campus
leaders and recommendations by the
general student body, but only five
chose to continue with the nomination process. The appointment committee met with the five nominees
in separate interviews.
Valentine said that the committee
was looking for candidates that were
"motivated, aware, and realistic."
The committee also considered the
issues that candidates brought up
during the interviews to see if they

were "pertinent to sophomores and
the campus," said Valentine. He
added that Moore proved to be "exemplary" in her qualifications.
The committee also worked
within the boundaries delineated in
the new Sophomore Senate Appointment Committee Charges, authored
by Senator David Bowe. "The guidelines made everything run
smoothly," said Valentine.
If the Senate rejects the appointment committee's recommendation,
the committee will have to restart the
process of finding a nominee.

Hatchet

T5T
Continued from front page

are moves he hopes will occur.
Diversification of the campus
community has long been a priority of the student body. Gomez
took initiative in directing the
board's attention to the problem
and emphasizing its serious nature.
A report including suggestions
for increasing diversity on campus
was completed by a committee
formed for the purpose during
the 1991 academic year. The report
included programming ideas, suggested curriculum changes, and
budget calculations, but was never
successfully implemented.
"We start programs that are kind
of haphazard, and we never go
back and evaluate them," said
Gomez. "The board never aggressively acted on the policies, and
neither has the administration."
Frustration with the lack of action has led to the formation of a
committee that will present a concrete plan to increase student diversity at the next board meeting
in February. The group will include
Gomez, representatives from the
Admissions Office, and the Student Diversity Committee.
Gomez said, "[The board] seems
genuinely interested in doing this.
On the other hand, it is a serious
commitment they'll be asked to
make." The need for diversifica-

tion, however, does align itself with
other university goals. "If we want
to be nationally prestigious, we need
to recognize national demographics," he said.
Haltom's presentation featured
several concerns raised at the first
Faculty Senate meeting, including
the improvement of relations between trustees and faculty members,
and revisions to the curriculum.
"Lots of faculty would like to get
to know the trustees, and I think the
students would too," said Haltom. "I
mean, they're basically the guys that
run the school."
Haltom sees improved communication with the trustees as the ticket
to many of the changes that students
have been seeking in past years.
"Some trustees are former students who went off, made money
and achieved successes, and now
they want to serve," he said. "They
naturally can sympathize with current students."
Similarly, contact with students
and faculty could assist the trustees
in their role at the school. Trustees
are responsible for much of the fundraising that goes into campus
projects, including the recent campus renovations. Haltom believs a
working familiarity with students
and campus opinions would help
them to better represent the

university's strengths when meeting with potential donors.
Haltom thought the curriculum
changes would be focused mainly
on core requirements, especially
the freshmen seminars.
Faculty is hoping to include students in the revision process as
much as is possible. "Students
should be important in the process
as they are the only ones that take
the core classes," said Haltom.
"There is no substitute for sitting
through a class. That makes you
an expert on weather the core
works."
Gomez concurred on the importance of getting more students involved in the process. He hopes to
see issues like core requirements
appearing on future ASUPS ballots, which would serve to gain student opinion on important campus
issues, and improve voter turnout.
"Once ASUPS starts confronting issues that are relevant to our
experience here, and not just our
activities, then people will vote"
said Gomez.
Many of the projects that the
Faculty Senate hopes to undertake
could be facilitated through improved communication. Haltom
summarized his sentiments, saying, "Dialogue is a way to get the
best information we can have."

Continued from front page

only information released is that the
office has it in "safe keeping." After
the hatchet has been returned to campus, it will go on permanent display
in the Wheelock Student Center.
Student Alumni Associate Jennifer Bossard said, "There is so much
mystery surrounding the hatchet,
they don't even talk about it in the
office. Sometimes I wonder if they
have even found the real hatchet."
A new tradition is being formed

to replace the hatchet. A log found
on campus has being treated to maintain its appearance. Student planners
hope to continue student spirit activities using this new icon.
"Rather than having [the log] as
something for the seniors to put their
names on from year to year, it's actually going to be used for a prize
for the homecoming winners for the
weekend," said Carmen Bactad,
Special Events Coordinator.
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One T-shirt per customer while supplies last. Must open a Wells Fargo account to receive free T-shirt.
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THE SOPHOMORE CLASS SENATOR APPO1NTMENT
COMMiTTEE RECOMMENDS MELE MOORE

DOLORES HUERTA

COME VOiCE YOUR OPiNiONS, COMMENTS AND
CONCERNS AT FORMAL SENATE THURSDAY,
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6:30

FARMWORKERS' STRGGLE TODAY

OCT. 8 i

P.M. MURRAY BOARDROOM

THE HANGZHOU
ACROBATic TROUPE
OF CHiNA

October 15, 8:00 pm

Campus Films
Presents:

Kilworth Chapel Free wI UPS ID

CONCERT HALL, OCT. 10 AT 4:00 AND 8:00 P.M.
EVENING SHOW NEARLY SOLD ouTr

<

Z
I I I

Fri. & Sat., Oct. 9 and 10
7:00 and 9:30 p.m.

Sun., Oct. 11
8:30p.m.

U

Co-Foundered with Cesar Chavez
the National Farm Workers
Association (NFWA).
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The Legendary Hatchet
BE THERE FOR ITS RETURN
NOT SEEN SINCE 1988

• Great Food
• A chance to
meet UPS Alumni
• Live Band!
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Sponsored by:
Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound
Interfraternity and Panhellenic Councils
Logger Football
Alumni Association
Student Alumni Connection

Reduced Student Pnce:
$3.50 or 350 points
Tickets Available Now @ Info Center!
Space is limited.
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Antz' makes big of small world 'Journey' shows

DWIGHT KERR

Staff Writer
Let's get this straight—this is not
the kiddie movie you thought it
would be.
Dreamworks presents its newest
masterpiece a full month and a half
before Disney gets their chance with
its similar-themed "A
Bug's Life." But this
time, they've earned it.
Unlike earlier this summer when Dreamworks released
"Deep Impact" before "Armageddon" and grossed $100 million despite its disappointing everything,
the "Antz" go marching proudly into
the animation genre. Probably the
best part of it all is that adults will
have more fun than the kids.
"Antz" stars the voice of Woody
Allen as worker ant Z-4 195 ("Z" for
short), a member of an ant colony
somewhere in New York's Central
Park. Our neurotic hero is discouraged by his meaningless existence
as a member of the conformist
colony, where everyone is simply a
job rather than an individual. From
this communist regime does Z dream
of a more fruitful life.
This sub-plot is the strongest feature of "Antz," and mdeed proof that
Dreamworks is aiming for a smarter

audience. When is the last time you
saw an animated family feature that
focused primarily on political satire
and social commentary, without
completely falling victim to its musical love story?
"Aitz" does have its romantic
storyline as well, mainly between Z
and Princess Bala, voiced by Sharon
Stone. Bala's sultriness
is matched only by her
attitude, and thus a perfect match for the
wimpy yet endearing Z. After meeting in a bar, Z and Bala get jiggy wit
it, but only Z walks away in love.
B ala, as she later puts it, was simply
"slumming it." The adult audience
is clearly acknowledged in this
scene, which includes the words
"anus," "bitching," and even a reference to "Pulp Fiction." This ain't
yo' momma's cartoon. Z confides in his friend, the
buffed-up soldier ant given life by
Sylvester Stallone in his best role in
years. Z finally convinces Weaver to
temporarily trade places with him,
making the first move into individualism. Little do either of them know
that General Mandible (perfectly
voiced by Gene Hackman) has sinister plans for the colony.
What follows-is a brutal war scene
featuring termites, a venture into

human territory known as
"insectopia," Z and Bala's flourishing romance, and a lot of wonderful
characters to keep you engaged in
the story. Z's adventure unwittingly
causes an uprising rebellion back at
his colony, and he becomes the symbol of inspiration to the whole mindless worker class. Another tale celebrating the American dream.
The presentation of the ants and
the world they live in is wildly
imagimtive. I'd expect the only criticism (if any) to arise from parental
groups who might think the movie
too adult for children, and they're
probably right. This is the kind of
animated feature that adults can finally enjoy for themselves.
All of the stars shine here, and
give vivid life to the homogenous ant
colony. The film is low on musical
numbers, which is rather unusual
and pretty refreshing for the genre,
but replaces them with a few comically inventive renditions of wellknown chants. Much like "Aladdin"
and "Toy Story" from the past,
"Antz" will leave you laughing at its
wit, wowing at its visuals, and cheering for more all at the same time.
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A graduate degree from Hawaii Pacific
University will enhance your job

I
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St teS and 80 Countfles attend Hawaii

importance of self
CARA

It was in May of 1996 that I first
had the pleasure of meeting Noah
BenShea, a well respected writer
from Southern California. I was
graduating from high school that
day, and
some

r'Jeyiew generous
sponsored Noah as a speaker for this
important event. BenShea captured
his entire audience, and I know he
made a huge impact on the 25 graduates who seemed to hang on his evely word. Immediately after the ceremony I went to a table and purchased his novel Jacob 'c Journey,
which is a continuation of his well
known novel Jacob The Baker.
My autographed copy of his novel
sat on my bookshelf for two years
after that enigmatic
day. Perhaps I
wanted some mys- BenShea p
tery to remain to
the unique
this man, or maybe
I felt that I wasn't portraying
quite ready to read
it just yet. It wasn't ideas throi
until last weekend language..
that I decided to
open the still crisp clouding ti
pages and begin to with wordj
read the words of a
man who had influ- or lengthy
enced me in so
descriptioi
many ways.
I was at first
struck at how simple the language
was, and at how fast the reading
went. However, the simplicity of the
language in no way reflects the complexity of the book's theme.
BenShea is one of the few authors
that possess the unique skill of por- traying profound ideas and lessons
through the use of simple language.
The lessons in the book are simple
yet important, and he has no need to
cloud them over with wordy dialogue or lengthy description. As a
reader I felt like I was on top of every word, and my engagement in the
story did not weaken.
The main character in the novel
is Jacob, a simple baker who, as one

Pacific University because of our

r--------- ------ . ----------------

II

Yes, I would like more information
about Hawaii Pacific Universit'

Evs

Staff Writer

finds out, has great insight into life.
However, Jacob neither imposes nor
suggests his ideas to other people.
When one of his scribbled notes to
himself is mistakenly rolled into a
loaf of bread, his identity becomes
known all over town. People line up
to ask advice of Jacob, and he answers in an objective, thoughtful
way. As time passes, Jacob begins
to lose his sense of himself as a
baker, and he leaves town, with no
destination in mind.
Jacob 'S Journey is in some sense
a spiritual journey, but also a journey that leads one back to onese]t
and one's home. As Jacob discovers, "Sometimes we must leave our
house in order to come home."
Jacob is searching for the strength
of character he feels others have
drained from him with their dependence on his insight and insistent
pleas for advice. However, in the end
Jacob also comes to
learn that "strength
ssesses
of character is not
measured by who we
kill of
support but by know2rofound ing we all lean on one
another."
,h simple
Much of the brilliance in this book is
without
found in the dia'm over
logue. Wherever
Jacob
finds himself,
dialogue
there are always
people asking his advice For example,
when asked by a
young man how it
feels to be well-known, Jacob replies, "The question is not if we are
well-known but if we know ourselves well... Our status among others is not a burden, it is an illusion.
Vanity is its own mirror, a way we
are seduced by what we want to see."
Jacob's Journey is about thejourney to self-discovery, but also how
in that discovery we realize how
much we need to rely on other
people. I recommend this book to
anyone who is interested in a fast
read (only 116 pages long) and in
peering into the parts of life that
make us human. This book is in
many ways a small jewel, simple yet
beautiful in its own right.

WD, BLUE MC

experienced faculty, challenging
programs, and unrivaled location in
the "Pacific Rim." Explore how Hawaii

Graduate Service Center
1164 Bishop Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817
www.hpu.edu E-mail: gradservctr@hpu.edu
1-800-669-4724

Noe

Pacific University can help you!

Smoke Signals
6:00 p.m. nightly; Sat /Sun matinee 1:00 p.m. [iJ

I

Name
Address ___________________________

[Phone

Clio

Call today
1-800-669-4724

1

Rounders
8:10 p.m. nightly; Sat/Sun matinee 3:10 p.m.

1
11111,

Adults $4 - Seniors or 16 & under $3
Discount with UPS Collegiate Plus Card!!!
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PJ Harvey makes you squitm Shakespeare goes
her songs hit you like a punch in the downer, despite its harshness and instomach. To Bring You My Love was sur- tensely earthy focus.
prising, catchy at times, but PJ blew you
Some tracks, like "Electric Light,"
Modern music always receives a out of the water with her musical and are so minimalist that they bring to
burst of fresh air when PJ Harvey
vocal screams. The album made the mind the twentieth century practice
surfaces with something new. Polly year's best lists, but it was difficult to in Classical music of serialism. The
Jean Harvey is one of the most po-. like. PJ Harvey was almost too good, too
song anchors on a seemingly numetic and astounding of today's consophisticated and true to accept.
bered bass line, with almost no sense
fusing blend of pop artists. She's the
Is This Desire?
of melody. Like much
anti-Celine Dion. You know deep in marks a radical depar- You can cc punt on this of today's music that
your gut that anything she creates wilL ture • for Harvey. This
actually matters,
screaming, earthy,
be just about the best album of the music is reserved, abHarvey drones and
year. The question remains, though,
stract, and it won't usu- banshee g ddess to
wails over bleak
why her particular style has alarmed ally grab you on the
soundscapes, the op•
.
, give youa healthy
more people than it has embraced.
first listen. Harvey s
posite of catchy tunes.
Harvey's music is confident, in- shock value originates dose of briitality.
And it's tough to like,
tense, and deeply rooted in something in the listener, as the
tough to enjoy. On Is
so vital and intelligent that it's a laugh poor soul struggles to deal with her sudThis Desire?, she obsesses on elto return to any of the other groups
den blast of vitality. Still, the songs on/s
emental themes, "The Wind" is an auaround her. You can count on this
This Desire? won't shock you. That dose ral interpretation of a breeze, successscreaming, earthy, banshee goddc ss of brutality was the core before, but now
ful because it is so deliciously abto give you a healthy dose of brut al- Harvey has simplified her muse into a
stract. "The River" and "The Garden"
ity, a generous shock.
series ofjolts that generously tone down benefit from Harvey's obscure BibliBut now we find a more sneaky tp- the violence.
cal references and a focus on the exproach. The new PJ Harvey albu m,
This more conservative expression treme basics, over trippy beats and
Is This Desire?, is as daring and ;o- would seem to attract more listeners, but haunting piano. By far the most bruphisticated as anything else she l as Harvey's effect is more subtle. She still tal track is "Joy," as Harvey wails in
created, but favors the simple slap in explores the rough core of existence, still
a terrifying rage: "Pitiful Joy, she
the face. You won't recoil in ten -or tears your conceptions in half by pulling looked away into a hollow sky. Came
from this piece of art, even
out your innards and show- face to face with her own innocence
though it subversively
ing them to your face. It's
surrounding her until it never was a
US IC just done with less blood this question.
pounds at your being. In Is
Innocence so suffocating,
This Desire? Harvey tones
time. If anything, Is This De- now she cannot move, no question."
down her fireworks for
sire? is less accessible for its
Harvey attacks this painful, exsomething even more striking.
lack of melody, its pounding, guttural tremely weighty subject matter with
PJ Harvey has always shown a ci re- beats (see the track "My Beautiful Leah")
a deceptively simple serenity. The
ative force from way out in left fie Id. and its dreary, wrenching lyrics. "Dear music alarms and shakes you withListeners didn't know how to han lIe God, life ain't kind. People getting born out your knowing it. Harvey unfailher landmark album To Bring You / kty and dying," she intones in perfect Patti ingly grabs your head from the clouds
Love. Here was a torturous, dras vl- Smith intensity in the first and best song,
and brings you into her own disarming groove with brilliant hooks an J a "Angelene." But it isn't all one big icy
ing, mystical world. Is This Desire?
kind of familiar mysticism. Harv ey frown. The next lines show Harvey's is all the more alarming for its
collided head-on with philosophi al continuing association with optimistic subtlety. Harvey relies on simplicity
and religious questions with dev as- spiritual concepts: "But I've heard there's
instead of shock to thoroughly
tating imagery and plaintive, enrag ed joy untold. Lays open like a road in front
wrench your senses, even though you
love songs. The disarming content of of me." The album isn't a complete don't like it much at all.
MiKE TiEmANN

-

Staff Writer
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swing in'Play On'

ADAM HERSH

Contributing Editor
Does the latest swing trend sound a little hollow to you?
Then check out the musical Play On! performing now at the
Seattle Repertory Theatre.
Unlike most musicals that string together a bunch of musical fanfare with a loosely contrived plot, Play On! transplants
William Shakespeare's Twelfth Night to 1940s Harlem and
injects a brilliant soundtrack which is
based on the music of swing legend
Duke
Elt
i i
The tn• when Vy, a young
woman from the South, casts away her rural life to seek songwriting fame and fortune, and a distant cousin, in Harlem.
Jester, Vy's cousin and Harlem-insider, disguises her as a man
in order to infiltrate the city's music scene, where she is drawn
into a love triangle with Harlem's King and Queen of Jazz.
The rest of the story is pure Bill.
The Twelfth Night context lends a lot to Play On!, helping it
escape the formulaic stories which bog down most modern
musicals. The classic Shakespearean love triangle and mistaken identities keep the
audience engaged.
Duke Ellington once
said, "If it sounds good, it
is good." Play On! sounds
good, delivering many talented voices and syncopated blues notes as well
as a musical score featurmg such seminal Ellington
pieces as "Take the ATrain," and "It Don't
Mean a Thing If It Ain't
Got That Swing."
Vy refuses to let Jester
Diehard jazz fans be,
disuade
her from her
ware: Elhngton s music
dreams in Play On!
was corrupted to fit the
medium, but such is the nature of the beast. Broadway and
Jazz have long enjoyed a symbiotic relationship, and in this
case it works just dandy.
The best thing, perhaps, is that tickets for students (under
25) only cost ten bucks at the Rep. Play On! at the Seattle
Repertory Theatre until October 31.
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University theatre offers diverse new fine mup
Liz Btu
Guest Writer
So you don't want to pay your entire
UPS tuition just to get tickets to "Rent?"
Still like to watch a quality show? Look
no further. As we speak, the university
theatre department is working hard to put
together a promising season of dramatic
theatre. The upcoming season will include two all-school productions and two
sets of student-directed plays.
The theatre department's first production of the year is "Our Town," Thornton
Wilder's 1938 drama about a small New
Hampshire community. Twenty-two ac-

tors will come together to tell audiences
the stories of the citizens of Grover's
Corner, New Hampshire. The play focuses specifically on the romance between neighbors Emily Webb, played by
Sarah Moon, and George Gibbs, played
by Wynn Rankin.
"Our Town' is not only the stories of
the characters in the play, but it's also
the actors telling their own life-stories
through their characters. It's about what
it's like tobe human," said junior Louise
Lytle, the show's dramaturg, whose job
is not unlike that of an assistant director.
Lytle researches the play and works with
the actors to connect them with their

material.
The production will run its course for
two weekends, opening Friday, Oct. 23
and closing Saturday, Oct. 31, in the
Norton Clapp Theatre, formerly the Inside Theatre.
Later in the semester, the theater
deparment will be showcasing a series
of Junior One-Acts will be running over
a period of three nights. Each night will
feature four one-act plays. Each of these
short plays are written, directed, and produced by members of the junior class,
and they will run Dec. 7 through 9.
Also this semester, the university will
be inviting well-known playwright

Steven Dietz from Seattle to lead a discussion on theatre and playwriting in the
Rasmussen Rotunda. Some of Dietz's
works include "Halcyon Days" and
"God's Country," and he has won the
PEN USA Award for Drama and the
Outer Critic's Circle Dramalogue Award.
Next semester, the drama department
will be putting on a production of Jean
Afiouilh's interpretation of the Greek
tragedy "Antigone," the third chapter of
Sophocles' "Oedipus"4rilogy.
The Senior Theatre Festival will also
be taking place during the Spring semester, though the plays for the festival have
not yet been chosen.

'Our To
is also ti
actors tellin
their own life
stories
through their
characters.
-Louise Lytle
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Best Best Terivaki

.

6th Ave. & Proctor
TERIYAKI
CHICKEN TERIYAKI ................... $5.50
COMBINATIONS
Char-broiled Boneless Chicken in our
10.CHICKEN & BEEF $6.25
Special Teriyaki Sauce.
11.CIIICKEN & PORK $6.25
SPICY CHICKEN TERIYAKI ............$5.99 12.CIIICKEN&GYOZA$6.25
DEIICKEN & PRAWNS $6.75
Char-broiled Boneless Chicken in our
14.BUL GO GI ...... $7.49
Special Hot and Spicy sauce
16 YAKLSOBA W/TOFU $7.49

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
S
I
I

Thin slices of beef marinated and cooked in our
17S1R-FRIEDVEGflABLE
Special Teriyaki Sauce.
W/TOFU ..........$7.49
PORK TERIYAKI ...................... $5.75
FRIED RICES
Char-broiled pork steak in our Special Teriyaki
18. CHiCKEN ...... $5.99
Sauce.
PRAWNS TERIYAKI .................... $6.75 19 . BEEF...........
6 Large char-broiled prawns in our Special Teriyaki
21. SHRIMP. ..... $6:99
Sauce
GYOZA PLATE ........................$4.99 22. VEGETABLE... $6.99
SOUPS
Ground beef dumplings deep fried with own sauce.
*7 HOT & SPICY VEGFABLE WI CI11CKEN. ... .. ... $6.49
Stir-fried vegetables with hot and spicy ingredients
25. MI SO SOUP. . . $1.99
and chicken.
*8 YAKISOBA ............................$6.49
SIDE ORDERS
26. BBQ PORK.... $4.99
Stir fried vegetables and noodles with chicken.
9. STIR-FRIED VEGETABLES ............ $6.49 27. EGG ROLL...
(1 pc) $1.25 (4pcs) $3.99
28. GYOZA .(6 pcs) $2.99
29. CifiCKEN SALAD $5.50
Discounts wI
t

W

Collegiate Plus Card
or your Student ID!

31.STFAMED RICE
(5) $1.49(L)$2.49
32.KIM CIII.... (S)$1.75
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Monday-Saturday
OPEN 11:00am - 9:00pm
3908 #C 6th Ave. and Proctor

6th Ave.
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Jazz band continues their
musical tradition at PLU
Tired of the same old thing? Get off the UPS campus
this weekend and head on over to Pacific Lutheran University to see the Four Freshmen, a vocal and instrumental jazz quartet. They will be playing jazz versions of
popular ballads and swing numbers.
The Four Freshmen have had fifty years of professional
performance experience, changing members throughout
the years. This year's performance will feature an entirely new crew. They are praised for their precise articulation, innovation and their high accomplishment with
improvisation.
The PLU student vocal group Park Ave. will be performing warm-up numbers. The PLU Jazz Ensemble will
also provide back-up for the concert.
The performance will start at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday,
Oct. II. Tickets are $5 for all students with ID., $15 for
the general public or $20 at the door. Tickets are available at any Ticketmaster location or by calling (253) 5316900. To reach PLU, take I-S South to the South Tacoma
Way exit. The concert will be held in the Olson Auditorium, at 124th St. S. and 10th Ave. S.

Kittredge Gallery holds annual
competition for art students
Look out for the Student Art Competition, coming to
Kittredge Gallery this fall. Open to any student currently
enrolled in a UPS art class, the art competition will accept a wide variety of mediums, including prints, sculptures and ceramics.
Although the selected artwork is usually displayed in
the Main Gallery, this year's student art will be exhibited
in the Small Gallery. This is due to the large number of
graduating seniors who will be displaying their artwork
in the Main Gallery. Since space is limited, each submitted piece must be twelve inches or less on each side. All
students are welcome to enter more than one work. The
deadline for the competition has not yet been set, but is
expected to be around Thanksgiving. Prizes will be offered for the chosen artwork.
According to Greg Bell, Director of Kittredge Gallery,
the pieces will be judged by someone outside of the UPS
community who has knowledge of the school and the
Tacoma area.
"I ask them to look at the piece and judge whether it is
successful or not, without knowing particularly what the
artist is doing in their assignment," said Bell.
Last year, approximately 25 students entered the competition, each of which had at least one of their works
displayed in the gallery. This year may be more competitive, however, since both the quality of the work and available space in the gallery must be considered. The selected
artworks will be displayed in the gallery from Dec. 2 to
Dec. 18.
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Show features rare Picasso ceramics
o

Exhibit highlights works from 1930-1970

CARA

EvAr4s

Staff Writer
Picasso in Tacoma? Yes, it's true;
Tacoma is the only venue in North
America to offer this exciting exhibit of
Picasso ceramics and prints. The show
began last Sunday, Sept. 26, and will
continue through Jan. 10. There are 61
unique pieces comprising the show, all
of which have been graciously offered
by Picasso's great-granddaughter, Marina Picasso. All of the art on exhibit focuses on the mature Picasso, from 1930
to 1970. The exhibition is located at the

Tacoma Art Museum, which is on 12th
and Pacific in downtown Tacoma.
Among the various artworks there is
a multitude of sculptures, tiles, and vessels. Along with these unique ceramics,
many prints and
drawings are
also on display.
This latter part
of the show was
selected by
Chief Curator of
the Tacoma Art Museum Barbara Johns,
who chose prints that parallel themes
present in the ceramics.
The ceramic exhibit covers works

4'ct/

Large Bowl (SelfPortrait) , 1958
(left); Large Oval Plate (Bullfight
and Spectators), 1957 (below).

from 1945 to 1969, and includes the full
range of Picasso's work with this medium. One will notice the same themes
here that dominate all of Picasso's works,
including the bull, the bullfight, the human figure, and various ancient Mediterranean themes. The ceramics are playful, yet exude an amount of emotional
intensity that is hard to ignore.
The highlight of the show was the several preparatory drawings of the painting Guernica. They were sent in by the
Museo National Centro de Arte Reina
Sofia in Madrid, the Spanish Museum of
Twentieth-Century Art. In protest of the
April 26, 1937 bombing of the Spanish
town of Guernica by the Fascist government, Picasso completed this magnanimous painting in the course of one
month. The drawings demonstrate
Picasso's experimentation with color and
form, and are truly
an insight into the
genius of this artist. In over fifty
sketches Picasso
laid out this painting, which upon its
completion measured approximately twenty-five
feet long by eleven

Large Round Plate (Portrait of a Woman in
the Studio in relief), 1956.
Picasso 's

Picasso: Ceramics from the
Marina Picasso Collection

ceramics are
playful, yet
exude an
amount of
emotional
intensity that
is hard to
ignore.

fp.p.t tall

WHERE: Tacoma Art Museum
12th 5nc F'acific, Powritown Tacoma
WHEN: through Jan. 10
Iues-Sun, 10:00 a.m.—:00p.m.
Thurs, 10:00 a.m-8:00 p.m.
F'RJCE: Aciults & Students 6
Chidren (0-12) 3
Free every third Thursday
TICKETS: through Tacoma Arf Museum
or Ticketmaster-caII (253) 027-TIX5.

UFfrAMPUS CAL't'N4 DAR
THURS i 8th
rnmmd

Cheap Trick
Crocodile Café
.1 through Oct. 10
$27/day, $80/3 days

Is

I
U

Phillip H. Red Eagle
A reading from his
latest novel

m"

Q

co

4

Puyallup Fairgrounds
845-5446

SAT! 10th

.Oktoberfest Beer
ji Tasting
Engine House No. 9
7:00p.m.

FRII9th
Save Ferris
RKCNDY
p.m.,

ji Scandinavian Festival
through Oct. 11

WEDS! 14th

J7

"

The Golden Age,
Spanish Renaissance
Music
St. Mark's Cathedral
8:00p.m.

Borders Books & Music

7:30 p.m.

Ninth Annual Tacoma
Blues Festival
The Swiss
2:00 p.m.

Indigo Swing & the
Dusty 45s—Seattle
National Swing
Competition
$1,000 cash prize for
winner of competition
The Showbox
8:00 p.m., $12

Local H
RKCNDY
8:00 p.m., $8

MON! 12th
Haiku (live jazz)
Lox Stock
9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

TUES! 13th
Tacoma Philharmonic
St. Petersburg State
Symphony
Pantages Theater
7:30 p.m.

SUN! 11th
The Four Freshmen
Olson Auditorium,
PLU
$5/students, $20/door
2:00p.m.

.17

Jimmy Cliff
Paramount Theater
8:00 p.m., $20

The Make-Up, icu,
& Starlight
Desperation
RKCNDY, $7

THURS! 15th

IiJ

Distinguished
Writers Series
Pantages Theater
6:00 p.m, free

Tacoma Third
J Thursday Art Walk
/ Tacoma Art Museum
5:00 p.m., free
Five Iron Frenzy, Mad
Caddies, the W's
.1 RKCNDY
$5 & a blanket for the
homeless
All bold-face events take place in
Tacoma. Unless otherwise noted,
all other events take place in Seattle
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insist that snakeboarding downhill is just as good if not
better than snowboarding. The actual board is similar to a
skateboard, but it has been chopped in half and joined
together with a twisting bar. The rider must move his or her
feet in a snake-like motion to reach high speeds.
Snakeboarders believe this is much better than skateboarding, since the rider never has to remove his or her feet from
the board. There are foot and heel straps that allow the rider
to perform jumps and other stunts.

Snakeboarding.com

nderwater hockey was originally
introduced in 1959. Evidently ice hockey was too
ordinary. This new sport is a breath-hold activity played at
the bottom of a pooi at depths of two to four meters. There
are ten players per team with six in the water and four
ready substitutes. Players wear masks, fins, snorkels,
protective gloves, headgear/ear protectors, and mouth
guards. An eleven-inch stick is used to pass a 3.5-pound
metal puck into the opposing three-meter-wide goal.
Experienced players can "flick" the puck off the bottom
and pass it more than fifteen feet. The rules are noncontact, and players generally cover "zones" around the
puck. Scoring depends on teamwork since no single person
can hold his/her breath forever, and exertion shortens
bottom time to less than thirty seconds. Individual
strength is less of an advantage than in many other sports,
as the water nullifies pure mass and emphasizes clever use
of torque. Games consist of two fifteen-minute halves.
There are two water referees and one deck referee. Fouls
cause the offending player(s) to spend one to two minutes
in the penalty box while their team continues short of
players. There is no limited goalie as in soccer or ice
hockey.

Throughout the 20th cen
sports such as football or ba
boring and not challenging
letes who require extreme a
Many athletes have adopted
can think of it, there's got to
Subsequently, sports such a
snakeboarding, skydiving,
emerged and become an ac
many daredevils.
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he first successful
parachute descent from any
great height was in 1797 by a
French aeronaut, who dropped
3,000 feet. Today, the ultimate
thrill in parachute activity is
skydiving. For the average
individual interested in skydiving, it is as simple as looking in
the yellow pages under 'parachuting' or 'skydiving instruction' and making arrangements
to begin a course. Skydiving
is often described as the most
intense experience a person can
have. The following description, available at AdventureLiving.com , accurately defines the skydiving experience. "Standing in the
doorway of the plane you still feel grounded. The equipment weighs heavily on your back, the floor presses
against your feet, and the straps pull on your legs and shoulders. Longing for the freedom of flight, you leap.
Ten seconds after leaving the plane the wind supports you, fighting against gravity, holding you at a constant
speed. Touching nothing but air you feel the exhilarating rush of adrenaline as you soar through the sky at
120 miles per hour. You are in control; with the slightest movements of your body you alter heading, speed,
and position. You and the invisible element seem perfectly in tune, yet the thrill of danger sharpens your
focus, slows time, and heightens your senses. Your every nerve tingles with excitement. That smooth collage
of color miles below may be where you live but this is where you are most alive! For sixty seconds of
eternity you are completely free of all worldly concerns; it is just you and the sky. With only one mile left to
fall the land has started moving toward you. You now have a glimmer of the immense speed at which you
are traveling. As you fall below four thousand feet the earth begins to quickly expand, rushing to meet you.
Five short seconds later, a scant three thousand feet left, you open that life-saving piece of cloth. The mad
rush of wind suddenly transforms into the peaceful calm of a parachute ride. Slowly your ears adjust to the
new volume and you hear the flapping of that beautiful fabric above your head. Eventually gravity reasserts
itself; you are now below two hundred feet and the earth is charging up, ready to swallow you. At a mere
twelve feet, with a pull on the toggles, you slow your descent and gently set your feet on the ground. You
have dared to defy gravity and again you have emerged victorious."

J

acing has been a competitive sport for centuries. Be it by foot, by
horse, by bike, or by automobile. With the Seattle International Raceway (SIR) so close to campus, focusing on drag racing seemed to be most
appropriate. A drag is a timed, straightaway, quarter-mile race. Based on a
car's fastest quarter-mile time, the object of the race is to beat your opponent without beating your car's best time. Depending on the intensity and
dedication of the driver, the cars involved will vary in terms of speed, body
structure, and performance. The most competitive type of drag racing is
through the National Hot Rod Association (NHRA). Often referred to as
'Rail Cars,' these cars are built for optimal speed and performance and
driven by trained professionals. They can run the quarter mile anywhere
from 6 to 8.5 seconds. To put this in perspective, the average car coming
off the show room floor can run the quarter mile in around 15 to 19
seconds. For less competitive racers, every Wednesday night at SIR there
are street-legal drags where anyone can compete with any type of car.
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UPS gains momentum on court
Anne Crase
makes a kill
against
Un field on
Friday. The
Loggers
squeaked out
a five-set
victory here
at home.
UPS is now
ranked 8th in
the region
and 32nd
nationally.

Pirates make football walk
plank with 42-6 defeat
The UPS football team couldn't break their losing streak
as they lost to Whitworth College in Saturday's Northwest Conference opener 42-6.
The Loggers managed to hold off the Pirates in the first
quarter, but were overwhelmed by Whitworth offense in
the last three quarters of the game. The Pirate's offense
tallied 477 yards in total offense against the Loggers, who
only managed a total of 182 yards.
The Logger defense put up a good fight against their
tough opponents. Junior Cody Turner had a big interception for UPS, taking the pass away from the Pirates in
end zone with nine seconds of play left in the first half.
UPS had one touchdown in the third quarter, scored by
Joe Crum who completed a pass sent by quarterback Craig
Knapp. Whitworth took control of the game in the fourth
quarter, scoring three touchdowns for the victory over the
Loggers.

Wildlife park needs helpers
Open houses for persons interesting in voluntering at
Northwest Trek Wildlife Park will be held from 9:00 a.m.
to noon on Saturday, Oct. 17 and Monday, Oct. 19 in the
park's Forest Theater. Pre-registration is requested by
calling 360-832-7162. More information is also available
at www.nwtrek.org .
Northwest Trek relies on volunteers to help staff the
children's discovery center and mobile discovery cars;
host the theater presentations; and provide interpretation
in the core area for visitors. Volunteers are also needed to
assist in th gift shop, food service, maintenance and office support areas.
The open house is an introduction to the park and the
volunteer program. Training classes to learn about Trek's
animals, conservation issues and how to impart this information to park visitors will be held later in the year.

LOGGER
PROFILE

Frida?s match was a difficult one for
the Loggers taking them a total of five
close games to defeat Linfield College.
The Puget Sound women's volleyball
team can add two more wins to their long
list of successes this season.
UPS dug themselves into a hole with
a harsh 9-15 loss in the first game, but
turned the tables on their opponents in
the second, crushing the Wildcats, 15-8.
Linfield narrowly beat the Loggers by
two points in the third game, but UPS
bounced back and went in for the kill in
the final two games. The Loggers
crushed the Wildcats 15-7 and finished
them off with a 15-9 victory.
The match was an exhausting one for
all of the players because of its extended
rallies and diving saves.
A few players stood out from the rest
with their impressive performances
throughout the match. Stefanie Anderson

I

Davis leads teams at Willamette

Dana Boyle
Favorite quote:
"If we all did the
things we are
capable of doing,
we would literally
astound -• ourselves."
—Thomas Edison

SAEA PAYNE

Guest Writer

led the team with 24 kills on 56 attempts,
a match comes down to rally score, beforcing the Wildcats to dive for their wins
cause a mistake means a point for the
and losses.
other team, but the girls didn't hold back.
The team could not have pulled off the
They were as aggressive as always," said
three wins without the defensive efforts
Coach Mark Massey.
of Eileen Gamach and Anna Dudek who
UPS had an easier time defeating the
kept the team afloat with their numerous Pacific University Boxers on Saturda
digs. Dudek is currently ranked sixth in night. They blew the Boxers out of th
the nation in average digs per game.
water after only three games: shutting
Of course, the statistics and the score
out Pacific in the first game, winning by
tell only a portion of the story. Trish
11 in the second, and wrapping up the
Kawamoto and Karen Thomas found night with a 15-9 victory.
themselves bruised and battered after
Anderson again led the team with 13
sacrificing their bodies with numerous kills. Each and every varsity player had
dives and rolls for the good of
the opportunity to play in
1998 Standin g
the team.
Saturday's match, and the fact
Overall 7-1
Another important factor in
that
UPS 's third string players
NC/C 7-1
Friday's game against the Wilddefeated the Boxers' first
cats was the energy of the fans. As Karen string players is an example of how talThomas put it, "The crowd helped us ented and deep this team is.
focus on the game. They gave us the
At the moment, the Lady Loggers are
boost we needed to win."
seated in sixth place in the region and
Although the cheers from the crowd
hope to keep their winning ways alive
helped, the Loggers' confidence and
as they travel to Lewis and Clark and
composure during the fifth and final Willamette University this weekend. Algame of the match was what put them though the Loggers defeated the Bearcats
several weeks ago, Willamette could be
on top in the end.
"Most teams become tentative when a fierce opponent on their own court.

-

Sport: Cross Country
Year: Freshman
High School: Roaring Fork H.S.—Carbondale, CO
Activities: In high school she was captain of the

basketball team, played soccer, and ran track.
Last summer, Dana won the 1500m and 3000m
at the Junior Olympics.
Tradition: Dana always drinks one large cup of
black coffee before meets, a habit picked up before road races in high school.

Cmusi'y OWEN
Staff Writer
The Puget Sound cross country teams
traveled to Willamette last weekend,
competing well in their first NWC match
of the season. The Logger men placed
sixth overall following PLU by a three
point margin. The women placed third,
losing only to Spokane Community College and Eastern Oregon University.
Junior Dave Davis won the men's 8K
race with a time of 25:05.02. He finished
one second ahead of Ryan Pauling the
number one runner of Pacific Lutheran.
Davis actually ran 1 50m more than he
should have as he ran into a locked gate
at the end of the race. While this slowed
him and presented a hazard, Davis continued to lead a very intense race.
"When I was about 200M from the
end, the gate to the finish area was locked
and I had to stop for it to be opened. I

then had to run an extra I 50M since we
had to go around the gate" stated Davis.
"It was a good race even though we
lost to PLU by three points. We have
closed in on them from last year. This
shows improvement on our part. Our
freshtnen are running well and
everyone's times have been improving
as well."

We have closed in on them
from last year. This shows
improvement on our part.
—Dave Davis

Additionally for the men's team senior
Micah Grigonis placed 26th with a time
26:2180: Chris Gossett came in 43rd and
Junior Robert Graham placed 50th. The
team finished ahead of Linfield and
Willamette, both of whom are in the same
conference as the Loggers.

Senior Dana Murray led the women's
team with a second place finish, clocking in at 18:06.3. Sheri Goodwin and
Kyra Patterson finished eighth and ninth
respectively and Sara Campbell fmi shed
in 13th place on the 5K course.
"I felt real good about my race, there
was excellent competition throughout the
course" commented Patterson. "I feel
that I have made the transition to college
level running and I am excited for
Regionals and Nationals."
"The course was nice. It was not too
hilly and our team ran well on it" Murray
said. "It is a good precursor for Nationals as there were over 300 people running in the Willamette race. We should
see that many at Nationals."
The Loggers travel to PLU for more
NWC competition this weekend. They
expect to face Seattle University, Lewis
and Clark, Linfield College, Whitman,
Whitworth, and PLU in addition to other
schools. The Loggers face more Division
I schools when they travel to the University of Oregon in two weeks.
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NBA players lose face with lockout
JASON JAJtprris

Sports Writer

In this world, it's all about timing.
Being at the right place at the right time,
or the opposite. Fortunes are made and
lost, lives perpetuated and ended, love
come and gone all due to timing.
We have little control over this important facet of reality, but we have enough
insight and intelligence to spot a particularly disastrous or beneficial opportuinity
on the horizon. In order to survive, these
insights must be heeded.
The NBA is not using much foresight
in their decision to engage in another
petty lockout threat. In fact, their timing
is about as poor as it can get.
Thanks to countless contributing factors, the nation's sports scene is dominating just about everything that isn't a
dainty blue dress from the Gap. Mark
McGwire and Sammy Sosa have completed their remarkable seasons and the
MVP talk is just starting to circulate.
Cal Ripken Jr. ended the streak. David
Wells pitched the fifteenth perfect game
in baseball history. The Yankees, Indians, Braves, and Padres are battling to
play in one of the most tremendously anticipated World Series of all time.
The NHL preseason is well under way,
their first regular season games right
around the corner. Headlines reporting

Eric Lindros' decision to suit up for the distinguished sense of class and profesfirst game of the year, despite serious sionalism.
injuries, reside next to the articles reNonetheless, a lockout right now could
minding us the NBA players have de- be received with a national cry
cided they're not getting enough money
of... general disinterest. Really, who
to suit up at all.
would care? People are so engrossed in
The NFL is offering up a fantastic the on-goings of the other professional
sense of equality and surprises thus far. sports that the lockout could last the
The Atlanta Falcons and New Orleans
whole season and people would just think
Saints have not only won football games,
the Bulls won again.
they're actually tied with the San FranThis response would be a far greater
cisco 49ers for the division lead. Games
travesty than a cry of indignant outrage.
have been competiAt least then people
1
tive and no dynasty
would pay attention to
seems safe from the
•
and care about the staembarassing upset.
COMMI4TAgY
tus of the sport.
This is definitely
Locally, the Mannot the time to take
ners are now a sad,
your sport out of the
painful memory. The
national media. America is in a headSeahawks aspirations of a glorious seaspinning whirl of sports-induuced, multi- son have been slapped with the openorgasmic intensity, gyrating excitedly
fisted palm of reality.
with the slightest prodding. A bad time
The Supersonics, who definitely have
for the NBA to pull out of the affair.
a shot at assuming the Bull's role as the
True, the alternative (suiting up and standard three to five year NBA dynasty,
playing it out) doesn't look good. Jor- are the only hope for Seattle to reclaim
dan is gone for good making the Bulls its passion for professional athletics.
kaput. The heir to the throne is perhaps
If the NBA is smart, which I doubt they
the most boring basketball team on the are, they'll realize the fantastic mess
planet, the Utah Jazz. Dunking basket- they'll get themselves into with a lockball players are younger, flashier and
out and decide to suck it up, sell off four
more arrogant than ever. The demo- or five Benz's, and hack it through the
graphic interest for the basketball is drift- year with only $3.83 million a year to
ing away, towards sports with a more
keep them warm in the winter.

Soccer battles on
The women's soccer team came home from last week's
away games with a 1-1 tie against Seattle University and a 20 shut out over Evergreen State. So far the team has been
very successful on the road.
Laura Gninstead made the Logger's lone goal on the Chieftains in the first half of the game. The UPS women held the
lead until Seattle made a shot to tie the game, forcing a sudden death overtime. After only five minutes of play, however, the game was called due to darkness.
The Loggers beat Evergreen in a non-conference game on
October 4th. With Karen Ecklebe keeping goal, the team
added yet another victory to their overall record, which is
now 6-3-2. The Loggers play Pacific Lutheran back home in
Baker Stadium on October 14th.

-

-
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Average
NBA salary:
$2.24 million
S

1997-98
NBA revenue:
$1.7 billion

For a complete schedule of all
athletic events, pick up a pocket
schedule in the athletic office.

Volleyball
October 9
Willamette Univ.
@ Salem, OR
7:00 p.m.

199 7-98

salary cap:
$26.9 million
per team

.

Michael
Jordan's 1997-

98 salary:

Men's Soccer
October 10
George Fox Univ.
@ Newberg, OR
2:30 p.m.

$33.1 million
I

NBA
Commish's

salary:
$7 million

Amm

Laura Grinstead lights an Evergreen defender for the ball.

Women's Soccer
October 10
George Fox Univ.
@ Newberg, OR
12:00 p.m.
Cross Country
October 10
PLU Invite
@ Fort Steilacoom
W-10:30 a.m.
M-11:15 a.m.
Football
October 10
Pomona-Pitzer
Colleges
@ Baker Stadium
1:30p.m.

-

Date Auction
—Spaghetti Feed
Rootbeer Float Night
-

Powder Puff Football
Join In the fun of
Sigma Chi's annual fundraiser
for the Children's Miracle Network.
Call Mike Hamilton at x4963
for more Information.

-

Give us a call and ask about the new SilkLight
Subdermal massage therapy system.Comhined
with a healthy diet, moderate exercise and
sufficient water intake, our SilkLight system can
produce beautiful, positive results in the reduction of cellulite.
If you're imagining a whole new you, we can help. Call for a free consultation.

MEDICAL J. Antonio Garcia, M.D. (253) 2724000
aesthetics
223 North K Street Suite B, Tacoma, WA 98403
Mon Fri 9am 5pm

Office Hours:

-

-
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More than killing, hunting represents way of life
Sill LEONARD
Sports Editor

October marks the annual passage of several celebrated
events. Fall arrives in earnest with beautiful waves of orange,
yellow, and red in the leaves, pumpkins adorn neighborhood
doorsteps, and hunting seasons open for hunters across the land.
Hunting means many things to me and last weekend I journeyed to the mountains to spend three of my favorite days of
the year. Having gone buck hunting for nearly ten years, I enjoy it more each time, regardless of the results.
This year I headed to the Ukiah unit about fifty miles south
of Pendleton in northeastern Oregon. Awaking at 5:00 a.m. on
Friday, I am greeted by my grandfather and his trustworthy
pick-up for the six-hour trip east.
Stopping only for breakfast at our regular diner, we travel
through small towns alive with activity from hunters and over

rickety back roads to our camp in the Ukiah National Forest.
A quick snack filling our bellies, we head out on the threewheeler and trail bike to sight in our guns. Firing my rifle
uncovers my anticipation of the weekend's hunt and the game
it will hopefully bring. For me, hunting represents the anticipation of success or failure and living with it for twelve months.
I occupy the rest of the evening scouting out the surrounding hills and cleaning my rifle. Sitting around the campfire,
my grandfather shares with me stories from past adventures in
these mountains where he has been coming for almost forty
years. I fall asleep dreaming of deer.
The air is cold at 5:30 a.m. Saturday as I quickly dress next
to the propane heater. Hunting means to me the smell of a
canvas tent and the bite of a cold mountain morning.
I walk down the old logging road in pure darkness, my ears
attuned to the smallest sound. My eyes scan the hill to my
right and the draw to my left, searching for movement.

Suddenly, a large figure leaps through the trees! I raise my
gun and quickly try to sight in on it. But as quickly as it appeared, it is gone. Hunting means to me the occasional disappointment of a missed opportunity.
The rest of the day proves to be just as unfruitful. My grandfather took a shot at a buck but luck was with the deer. No
meat would hang in our camp that day.
With a light snowfall over Saturday night, the mountains
offer good tracking in the morning. I diligently watch the
ground for fresh sign, of which I find little.
Not to be discouraged, I make one last hike, crossing a steep
hillside hoping to see a buck near the rimrocks, a supposed
hangout of the largest bucks. Unfortunately, I find nothing.
As I make the trip home, I remember that not every year is a
successful one. After all, I have shot only one buck in my life.
But the simple glimpse of one this year and my memories of
years past is enough to keep me looking forward to next year.

Classified Ads
YOU:
Only child from Reno; blonde,
majorless frcshwoman taking
Biology, Psychology; drive Prelude.
ME:
Nice guy in Puyallup; lost $300 in
Vegas; enjoyed talking 10/4 during
SWA flight 1184; too shy to give my
number; now kicking myself.
Talk again? At least call once if you
see this. Nathan, 848-5497.
Alaskan Employment
Floating processors/canneries
Workers earn up to $700 +/week
All skill levels!
Ask us how!
517-336-4164
ext. A60891
National Park
Employment
Foresty, wildlife preserves, concessionaires, firefighters & more!
Competitive wages & benefits
Ask us how!
517-336-4290
ext. N60891

EXPERIENCE JAPAN
FOR A YEAR!
RECRUITING NOW FOR

So you're most productive between 1 and 4 am. Unfortunately, the computer lab doesn't keep the same hours. And your roommate is
giing you that "get your own" look every time you ask to borrow their PC. Well, now you don't have to worry about when or even where
YOU

iL nk

(10 that amazing paper or lab report.

dable

0

• 16MB of RAM
Windows® 95
•90-day warranty

THE JAPAN EXCHANGE
AND TEACHING PROGRAM

'Position begins: Late iuIy 1999. One year

commitment.

• 4X CD-ROM
• Sound/Modem

Salaryibenef its: 3,600,000 yen (approximiely),
airfare, housing assistance.
AppIication deadline: December 8,1998

But if an IBM ThinkPad isn't what you have in mind, we've got lots of other first-rate, refurbished IBM desktops, printers and other peripherals.
lb find out more about our college special, visit our Web site at http://refurbishedpcs.financing.ibm.com or call 1 800 IBM-5440.

To order your ThinkPad today, call 1 800 IBM-5440.
iBM and ThinkPad are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation and are used under license Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation Pentium
is .s registered trademark of Intel Corporation Lotus Ssrartbuite is a registered trademark of Lotus Development Corporation Computers refurbished USing ness and/or used purrs Model availability
subect to change For n/are irlvrmalroo on or to recerve 3 copy or fIre irnirted warranty, call number above
'898 SM Credit Corporation

-

Posihons: Assistant Language Teacher (ALT)
Coordinator for International Relations (CIA)
'Qualifications: American citizen, best suited
for those under 35 years of age (in principle),
obtain a BA/BS degree by 6/3Q9.

For only $1,175, you can get a portable, reliable, refurbished
IBM ThinkPad that's fully equipped with:
A Pentium® 133MHz CPU
1.2GB hard drive
12.1 active matrix display

TET

OF

'

Credit CoToration

FOR APPLICATIONS CALL:
1-800-INFO-JET (463-6538)
Consulate-General of Japan
601 Union St., Suite 500,
Seattle, WA 98101
TEL: (206) 224-4374 ext.25

opint-ons
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Letters.: KUPS not
to the '
serving campus
44 diversity needs
Editor

A

fter attending the general type of music makes KUPS no difmeeting for KUPS this year,
ferent from the other alternative staI realized that specialty tions around Tacoma.
shows are no longer welcome at
"Our campus is trying to increase
KUPS. I wrote a letter to the general diversity and is slowly progressing;
manager, Steven Benson, and as of other clubs and organizations around
yet, have received no reply.
campus are becoming more and more
I was interested in having a coun- diverse with a variety of opinions,
try-western ra- tastes and acdio show on
tivities. I feel
Other clubs and
KUPS this
that our camorganizations around
year, but I was
pus radio starefused betion should recampus are becoming
cause they do
flect that same
more diverse with a
not have a
diversity seen
"country-westin our student
variety of opinions, tastes
ern format." I
body. I like the
am a senior
idea of college
and activities. I feel as
and have been
radio because it
though our campus radio
noticing that
doesn't have
every year
the restrictions
station should reflect that
there is more
of larger radio
same diversity.
alternative mustations.
sic played on "A college
KUPS. Steven Benson's argument is radio station should, in my opinion,
that, according to surveys, the major
play a large variety of music to apity of campus wants to hear alterna- peal to as many people on its campus
tive music. Here are some excerpts
as possible. Playing different things
from my letter to Steven.
would also open people's minds to
"How accurate are these surveys?
music they thought was horrible beDo they encompass the ENTIRE fore. Do five days FULL of alternacampus, or only the regular listeners tive music express that diversity?
(in other words—alternative fans)?
"I salute you for the work you are
"Do you ever list country-western
doing and hope this year is success(or any specialty music) as a choice
ful for KUPS. I hope that you take
on your surveys? My personal obser- this letter seriously and perhaps think
vation is that NONE of the surveys I about what I have said."
have ever filled out for KUPS have
I hope that more people on camlisted country-western as a choice.
pus become aware of the changes go"Why don't we have an hour of ing on at KUPS. I do not think KUPS
oldies, comedy, classical, or is growing with the campus, and that
soundtracks? Don't you think that is a shame because the campus radio
people would rather listen to a varistation should reflect the campus
ety of music all day than the same
community as accurately as possible.
style and the same artists for five days
Sincerely,
in a row? Playing a majority of one
Abby Engdahl

Vhat , you tithik

'Year
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next
State
elections This
vveek's
topic:
affirma tive
action,

HEAVNER

Political Columnist
Washington State is considering a
number of controversial public initiatives. In November, people across the
state will vote on issues ranging from
abortion to legalizing medicinal marijuana. This week, I'll share why I'm voting no on Proposition 200, Washington's
anti-affirmative action initiative.
Opponents to Prop. 200 include Governor Locke, Congressman Dicks, and
the Boeing Company. But, Prop. 200 is
worded almost identically to California's
Prop. 209 and is funded by out-of-state
interests. I have to wonder if it is a Washington State initiative at all, orjust a political gesture by California political figures who have an affirmative action
hang-up.
Along with my question of whether
Prop. 200 is actually a local proposition,
I don't think that affirmative action
should be repealed because of popular
misconceptions about the program. Affirmative action includes programs such
as the Women in Engineering Program,
which provides mentoring to women
pursuing careers in engineering, and the
Samuel E. Kelly Scholars Center, which
provides academic support, tutoring, and
SAT preparation for underrepresented
students in higher education. Affirmative
action is not only about hiring, and it is
not a quota system.
If any change should be made to affir mative action, it should follow the governmental recommendations to expand
the program with more race-exclusive
options and to tighten the regulations so
that business owners cannot hide assets
under a spouse's name to qualify for affirmative action status. In other words,
affirmative action should not be repealed,
it should be expanded.
On August 24, 1998, the Christian
Science Monitor published a report about
a study by Harvard sociologist Barbara
Reskin which found that affirmative-action programs have been moderately successful, and the trend toward rolling them

of I.M. appreciation."

—Todd Pauletto-

"Year of second chances."

—Cori Cortez & Malu
Puhohu"Year of bathing with
your best friend in the
fifth grade."

—Becca Kogan-

back is a "costly and dangerous experiment." Further, Ms. Reskin stated that
the real problem of affirmative action is
"too little, not too much."
As evidence, Ms. Reskin's study found
that while racialjob segregation is actually worsening across the nation, affirmative action is producing gains for minonties when contracting jobs with the
federal government.
During the debate over California's
Prop. 209, most ofthe arguments I heard
in favor ofthe proposition suggested that
affirmative action instigated reverse discnmination. The federal government itself looked into the issue of reverse discrimination, and found that discrimination created by affirmative action is definitely not the problem.
A report to the president entitled "Af firmative Action Review" (http:I/
www.whitehouse.gov/WHIEOP/OP/
htmllaalaa-index.html) says that the Department of Education estimates that
only forty cents of every thousand dollars in federal educational assistance
funding is devoted to minority scholarships, and suggests that they should be
"understood as a very minor element of
an overall, balanced, opportunity strategy addressing many needy populations
and several national purposes."
The report also finds that affirmativeaction recommendations are not quotas
because "the statutes and regulations establish flexible goals rather than numerical straightjackets." Since the regulations
only mandate that federal contractors
make a "good faith" effort to hire minorities in proportion to their share of the
qualified job pool in their market, they
are clearly designed to be flexible. In fact,
it is illegal in Washington State to have
quota-based hiring systems at all. Washington State affirmative action is n o t a
quota system.
Since affirmative action is one of the
federal government's few proactive programs, and since its flaws are primarily
those of a young program that needs to
be fully developed, I am going to vote
no to 200, and urge you to do the same.

"Willie Nelson
Appreciation Year

—Steve Lanwermeyer-

"Year of the
Enligh teninent.

—Nima Panahi-

"Year offear of
cornmittrnent."

"Year of the super hero."

—Meaghan Burnell-

—Brandon Braun-
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RACHEL RATNER

the sad way they've tried to spruce up cally given their souls in exchange for a put our ;alads on. Anything that migh
our campus with new shiny grass and dream, the dream to make their fellow not maki us look better in the colleg
paths and eateries and whatnot.
students happy. Parents can boast to their handbooks is impossible to achieve.
College: the culmination of all that is
The parents see exciting new dishes
friends that the critically acclaimed
Some of the most enjoyable events this
good in society. Its goal as an institute of to tantalize the pallet (which, I've noHangzhou Acrobatic Troupe of China is year have been put on by the Campus
learning is to bring together the best of ticed, seem only to emerge around parcoming to UPS, but do they have any idea Music Network, whose members work
knowledge, culture and enjoyment for ents' weekend), and we see the same how much effort and planning Cultural day and night to get the few bands at our
the good of the students' development,
weird green noodle mush in the salad bar. Events put into it?
school to play and to muster up student
our development. And if that isn't
The parents see a school strivWhat about great bands, you ask? I still
support. Their most recent big event,
hard enough, there's still the
ing for multi-cultural remember the look of awe that crossed
SPANK, had great bands, was very enc, Aft
whole appearance facfr'twareness, and we get my face when my tour guide told me and tertaining, and donated food to the
that needs to be dealt
to see Bill Bellamy.
my fellow prospectives that Stone Tacoma Rescue Mission's Emergency
with. Boy, it's gotta
But wait.., while Temple Pilots had come here two years Shelter, but do college magazines talk
be tough for all the
new drink selec- back. I thought it was so great that such
about that?
powers that be to
tions at the SUB a small band of students could bring in
My grandmother called me last week
make this small
and M.C. Escher such a big band. That took months of and asked what I thought about the new
school of ours look
path-ways are planning by Popular Entertainment, design of the eatery and the nice new
good—not just
the brainchild of fighting against sticky seas of red tape
plates (without me so much as mentiongood, real good—in
the administra- washed ashore by other concerts that the ing it). When I told her I went to SPANK
all those college
tion,
Bill administration hadn't planned on having she, after a confused silence, lectured me
handbooks that high
Bellamy is being (Tool, perhaps?).
on partying too much and warned me to
school seniors and
brought in by
So maybe Bill Bellamy isn't going to not let myself get taken advantage of by
their parents greedil
ASUPS, a student-run get $5 from my wallet—that doesn't college men.
gobble up.
organization. Well then, mean popular entertainment didn't try to
So what does all this ranting and ravReally then, our school is
right now, wherever you get someone bigger, but every option ing mean? Perhaps that these two schools
two separate schools: the school we,
may be, put your student-run seemed to face financial or administraof ours need to be connected back into
the students, see, and the fine institute
newspaper down, get down on your tive roadblocks. Don't ever try to tell me one. All we students want is to make an
of learning that the outside world (par - knees and bow down in praise of all stuthe school doesn't have that extra bit of often dreary college existence more fun,
ents, college guide books, etc.) can be
dent-run organizations.
money lying around. How else would while the administration is trying to make
proud of. I'm not even going to start with
Those students in charge have practithey purchase all that fine china we now
it look better.

Staff Writer
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experiencing
another culture? Want to learn or
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country of native speakers? Or just need a change
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options in Study Abroad with IES!
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Personality found in self, not funky fashion
ANNA MCALLISTER

Staff Writer
The theory behind fashion is a ndicubus one. Everybody in the general public, whether they admit it or not, is stuck
in a wicked dichotomous spiral when it
comes to the issue of looking good. The
dualism lies in the need to look as much
like everybody else so as not to be a
freak, while maintaining originality. Blah
blah blah. What hard work to be your
own special self.
Yet once again, fellow readers, I have
found a way to relate this worldly issue
to our own college campus. Can you believe it? Fashion and acceptable appearances are on every student's mind here
at UPS. Look around and see the wide

array of styles and images exhibited on
this campus. I venture to say that solving, or attempting to solve, the problem
of looking good dominates a large portion of time spent by students here. When
not worrying about which function/ravel
drum circle to go to this week, students
are worrying about what to wear to these
social throngs. Yes, dear liberal arts
yuppies, fashion reigns supreme. And I
join you in songs of materialism, filled
with self-loathing.
Everyrine is trying to look good
enough to get noticed while making sure
not to be noticed for trying to get noticed
by looking good. Or then there is the ALTERNATIVE idiot who is trying to look
different but is really just like all the
others trying to make their mark with

their clothes.
Impressions are made with personality and style and class and humor and
intelligence. Clothes cannot make you
cool and will not make you think more
creatively. Just because you stop wearing a bra and get rid of the whole shower
idea, doesn't make you one for peace and
love and harmony. You will just smell
really bad.
And for Christ's sake people, time
marches on, so let's go. As for wearing
all the same clothes and colors you wore
when you were six years old and full of
hope and youth, it's wrong. You are old
and cynical just like the rest of us. Ditch
the lunch box, and deal.
Everyone has their look and that's
great. Whatever. That's freakin' great.

Just because you look different doesn't
make you different. Individuality is established over time and you can't buy it
at any store.

Ideas carry real consequences
KRISTINE KALANGES

Assistant Opinions Editor
What would happen if the earth
wasn't the center of the universe? If
public schools made secondary education accessible to the masses and
not just the privileged elite? If you
could go almost anywhere in the
world and get a Happy Meal? If
ideas had consequences?
Well, it turns out that the earth orbiting the sun qualitatively changed
science, that secondary education
helped create the middle class necessary for an effective democracy,
that the McDonaldization of the
world has led to the hegemony of
American pop culture.
Ideas have consequences—they
must—so why don't students and
professors here act as if they do?
As part of my effort to pay for the
devil contract that is my tuition bill,
I coach a high school debate team in
Oregon. While in Portland this past
weekend, team members and I discussed topics including the sanctity
vs. the quality of life and whether or
not capital punishment is justified.
One argument we considered is
that if the state does not value every
person's inherent right to life, then
policies targeting the poor can lead
to institutional genocide.
On Sunday, The Oregonian forum

T5T
- INFO

ran the article "Oregon Health Plan Abu-Jamal has lived on death row
devalues lives" by William Toffler, in a cell the size of a bathroom for
MD, about the state's willingness to over seventeen years. These ideas do
fund assisted suicide for the poor but have consequences.
From Sept.
refusal to pay
for high doses of
26 to Oct. 3,
Books are anned
certain long-actbookstores, intellectuals, poing pain medibecause th 'y articulate
litical activists,
cines. Basically,
ideas that n'iake U5
artists and freethe deaths of the
thinking indipoor are valued
uncomforta ble, because
while their lives
viduals
are not; that is
throughout the
every so oft en people pay
an idea with
nation
celattention to these ideas
consequences.
ebrated banned
We also conbook week. Uland embar, upon the
sidered the way
timately, books
the government process of s 'ocial change.
are banned bedefines crime
cause they conand assigns punishmentsuch that the tain material which threatens to ununderprivileged and under-repre- ravel the security of the status quo
sented in our society disproportionmindset, because they articulate
ately fill the prisons and meet their ideas that make us uncomfortable
end on death row.
and every so often people pay attenIn Mumia Abu-Jamal's book, tion to these ideas and embark upon
Death Blossoms: Reflections From
the process of social change.
a Prisoner of Conscience, the auUPS exists in a bubble. It can be
thor questions how many lives must difficult to remember that what we
be sacrificed on the "altar of Fear" study and talk about here does afbefore capital punishment is recog- fect what happens out there—in the
nized for what it is—a racist and world where we will make our mark.
classist stepping stone for politicians
That mark will be shaped and colon their way to higher office.
ored by what we believe; our ideas
Charged with a crime he didn't will carry tremendous weight. It is
commit, journalist and self-pro- time for our endeavors to reflect that
claimed professional revolutionary important truth.
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It's amazing what
this little thing can do.
Protect yourself from getting pregnant with
the birth control pill at Planned Parenthood
If you're a new patient, you'll receive one
months' supply of pills free during October.
Call for an appointment today.
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Taking secun*ty for granted unsafe
LAURA HAYCOCK

Contributing Editor

Even if you're tired of the sudden attention
given to the attempted rapes and muggings in
the area, I'm still going to put in my two cents
worth. After reading last week's "Photo Poll"
in The Trail, I was amazed at the sense of security that a large portion of the campus seems to
feel. While I won't deny that it is easy to feel
secure within such a small, supportive community, I think that it is important to remember that
although UPS is a community in itself, it does
not stand entirely separate from the community
that surrounds it.
When walking from the SUB to the library,
past the fountain and roses, it is easy to think of
our campus as isolated and secure. The fact remains, however, that this campus is located
within a city, and Alder Street does not necessarily create an impenetrable barrier from the
remainder of the world. Even if this were the
case, sealing us off from the rest of the community would not guarantee our safety—crimes
occur between students too. According to the
1997 and 1998 Annual Reports of Security Services, there have only been two reported forcible sex offenses involving students between

1994 and 1997. While the occurrence of viois a common misconception which even I am
lent personal offense may be low within UPS,
guilty of. Yet, both the recent rape and attempted
this number only reflects the crimes that are
rapes occurred during the "safety" of daylight.
officially reported, and low in number or not,
I am not suggesting that everyone on this camthese crimes do occur.
pus should suddenly become highly paranoid and
Getting back to "Photo Poll," the responses
distrusting of their neighbors. However, I do beth'
nfth
of the students concern me. When
students have become
asked, "How do
too comfortable within
you feel about pertheir surroundings at
• There have been two reported forcible sex
sonal security on
UPS. Let's face it,
offenses involving students between 1994
campus?" student
Tacoma
doesn't have
and 1997, according to the 1997 and 1998
Stanton Richard rethe
best
history
as far as
Annual Reports of Security Services.
plied by stating that
personal safety goes.
he didn't feel any
It's important to keep
• Currently, only ten of the 27 available studanger because he
this in mind.
dent Security Services positions are held by
was male. While he
We take preventative
students who have worked with Security for
may or may not
measures against things
at least one semester. Approximately twohave taken the
that will probably never
thirds of this semester's Security employees
question seriously, I
will be rookies.
happen to us, but might.
rina tnis particuWe buy fire insurance
larly interesting, especially since the victim in
even though it is unlikely that our house will
the Sept. 9 mugging was, in fact, also male.
ever bum down, we buy car insurance though
The response made by Kristin Ranf seems
we may never get in a wreck. While it may be
to reflect a dominant feeling among students:
unlikely that you will ever be the victim of crime,
there is only significant danger at night. "I think
what does it hurt to take some of your own preit's fairly isolated and secure here, but I don't
ventative measures? Step up your defenses, be
like to take chances late at night," she said. This
alert, and start thinking a little more realistically.
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In last week's article "Student,
friends mugged close to campus,"
we stated that there may have been
alcohol involved in the incident.
Our sources have since confirmed
that there was no alcohol involved.
Also, Trish Chhabidas' and John
Travolta's name were spelled
incorrectly.
We apologize for any
inconvience these mistakes may
have caused.
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
Call the man in the picture.

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Eleven years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anybody knows more
about this test or knows how to
teach it better than I do. That's
why I still teach my own
classes. That's why you should
call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and 5
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question - let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar.

524-4915

German food specials,
g,re.,at give-a-ways,
featuring the BITTST
Octoberfest beers:
Paulaner, Spa ten, Celebrator, HackerPschorr, Kernper Big Tuba, Oktoberfest beers
by Widmer, Skagit & our own Brewery's
Oktober T-Town Brown!

611 North Pine Tacoma 272-3435
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Editorial Policy
The Puget Sound Trail is a weekly
publication of the Associated Students of the University of Pu get
Sound. Opinions and advertisements
contained herein do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Trail staff,
ASUPS, the university or its Board
of Trustees. Articles and letters in
the Opinions section are printed at
the discretion of the Opinions Editor The Trail reserves the right to
edit or refuse any letters submitted
for publication. All letters must have
a signature and phone number and
are due no later than Mondays at
noon. Letters may be sent to:
The Puget Sound Trail
University of Puget Sound
1500 N. Warner
Tacoma, WA 98416
ttJit@2pS.edu
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Look for "Parent's Weekend Specials"
throughout the Proctor DistrictH
Al's Racquet Work
Racquet Specialty

759-9223
Bike Shop-Rainier Cycle Sports
Full Service Bicycle Shop
3816 N. 26th

www.aa.net/rainiercycle

756-2116
Blue Mouse Theatre
2611 N. Proctor

752-9500
Chalet Bowl & 26th St Cafe
Newly Renovated

752-5200

For a small town feeling in the midst of
a large city, come and stroll, shop, eat
and be served in Tacoma's Historic
Proctor District. Over eighty unique
retail and service businesses.

SPECIAL EVENTS
OCTOBER
Proctor Treats (Halloween)
NOVEMBER
Proctor Holiday Express Open House
DECEMBER
Christmas Events
JANUARY
After Christmas Sale

For All Seasons
Now Featuring Halloween, Thanksgiving,
and Christmas Decorations

759-0205
Giardini
Gifts & Garden
A New & Bigger Location

759-0077
The Harp & Shamrock
Fine Irish Imports
2704 N. Proctor

752-5012
Huff Jewelers & Gallery
Fine Jewelery & Works of Art

MARCH

756-6650
The Merchant
Home and Garden Essentials
10% Student Discount

756-2050
Mimi's
Antique Furniture & Gifts

759-0506
New Era Cleaners
Dry Cleaning - Shirts

759-3501
North Proctor Video
2525 N. Proctor

752-9667
Pacific Northwest Shop

Farmers Market (Saturdays)

752-2242

Gifts from our corner of
America

JULY
Farmers Market (Saturdays)
AUGUST
Farmers Market (Saturdays)
Summer Festival and Sidewalk Sale (First
Friday & Saturday)
vy V VV
Point
Detian
ark Zoo

m.

The Paper Gallery
Cards Galore &
A Whole Lot More

759-3542
The Pig 'N' Out
3812 N. 26th
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759-2944
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Center .Xit to Scimuatem
Parkway exit. Take N.30th
ext thru Old lown. Then
go up steep 30th St. toil to
N. Proctor (let lull light)
and turn bit.
Welcome to Proctori

Pomodoro
Italian Restaurant & Bar

752-1111

Jasminka

Proctor Antique Mall

Natural Fiber Fashions
Great Jewelery and Accessories

N. fl

752-8700
TAC P1IIA

2701 N. Proctor
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Hair Care for Men and Women

752-6986
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IC in N. 26th end
Pronto, W.kow.
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2522 N. Proctor

Luck of the fish Days
APRIL
Junior Daffodil Parade
JUNE

759-7005

Julie's

Mail Boxes Etc.

W

Steve Curran Karate &
Proctor Tan
$10 off for all UPS students
3814 N. 27th Street

759-4262
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Economics 101: Free Stuff
How many times have you heard someone say, "I pay twenty-something thousand dollars a year, you'd think that..." but do nothing
about it. Like many people at UPS, you have probably become too paralyzed by complacency to take decisive action. In our unremitting pursuit of justice, the Combat Zone brings you simple tips for being an informed consumer at the University of Puget Sound.
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In your hierarchy of needs, food probably falls somewhere in the top three. Here are some conventional places to look for free food on campus:
Attend President Pierce's Fireside Dinner for a free three-course meal and a chance to rub elbows with the UPS oligarchs; take a professor to lunch
and charge it to the Dean of Students office- she's happy to pay and you can do it as often as you'd like; refreshments such as juice and cookies are available at most
guest lectures, Kittredge Gallery premiers, and various other assemblies; try the bulk candy kiosk in the book store or Circle-K meetings for a quick fix; October i
harvest time and the neighborhoods surrounding our campus are teeming with garden-fresh vegetables; don't overlook scavenging the dorms for instant oatmeal, cup-o-noodle, or popcorn from naive and impressionable freshmen.
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:

At the end of every semester scores of books are abandoned by students grateful for the end of finals. Four months earlier the book store got
upwards of fifty dollars each, but they are still at least worth the knowledge contained within.
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The swell folks over di Security Services svill graciously give you a ride to anywhere off-campus (within reasonable distance) and
will be psyched to put that new sport-utility vehicle to the test. Call security services at x3311.
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The Counseling, Health and Wellness Center can treat you for anything from the mid-term sniffles to acute dementia. They also
provide free aspirin, antihistamines, condoms, and Band-Aids. Not to mention that they are fairly liberal with the codeine prescriptions.

ç You can go through rush for the free food, but stay independent and you won't have to pay for a social life. This campus is ovemin with cool
D
people, both Greek and not, who you can meet for free if you would only open your mind.
:

IDUUTION :

Don't hesitate to audit a class or sit in on a lecture. Sure, you're
already paying for it, but you could be getting more. Also, check out
the Natural History Museum in Thompson Hall or the artwork in
Kittredge Gallery.

Low-Brow Corner
PLicci to HIde ii Dciiid Rod
The tunnels.
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Okay, well, furniture is not free, but phone books are. Two or three
hundred plus a roll of duct tape make a stool, chair, or couch.

The "Goneral"ParLs"i lot across from
the fieldhouse.
The sixth floor

of Thompson.

There are

six floors' There are six floors.
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Use your own, environmentally friendly mug a mere twenty times and the
McCoffee café will generously offer you a free beverage. Wow, what a deal!
Of course you could get a discount every time that you use your mug in the
servery.

.
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With the price of good pornography on the rise everywhere, count you're blessings for free, unlimited internet
access.

bittrede Gallery ('.0 oneoes in there
but art majors, and the'"re into that weird

5.The Expeditionary.
. Uni''ersity hall (actually I think it is
already filled with dead bodies).
7. In your don,. room (make it look like a
suicide and ear., yourself an automatic
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Aside from the glut of toilet paper, napkins, and paper towels on campus, printer paper is available at every computer lab and copy machine on campus. Don't
feel guilty about taking it. Clear-cutters need jobs, too.

S. Thompson Hall cadaver s1orae closet.
!. Carry it around Weekend-at. Bernie's.
style.
10. Todd Field (Inst let it sink into the
-

Mind-altering substances: Everyone knows about the fabled 'shrooms. But did
you know that Facilities Services has literally barrels of unused industrial-strength
epoxy? Invite some friends over, seal off your windows, and crack open one of
these puppies. It's an instant party.

The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as such,
has been set apart from the rest of this paper. The views and
opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily
reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, MumiaAbuJamal, or the University of Puget Sound. But they should.

1 1. Buried under the Kioloy Department's
new experimental garden on 1 7th and
Aiier.
12. Underneath unread issues of The Trail.

see our mirrors,
The "Pu1get 5oun Trait Ifweyoucan'tcan't
see you.

